
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        

 

 

 

 

We support business efficiency by sharing visualized data with several 

members. 

 

Cloud version BI Tool   

Tableau Online Building/Operation Services 

 
Do you want to grasp the status of each monitor and site at once? Do you want to 

have the same check quality for monitoring and want to shorten the preparation time 

before SDV visit? 

EPS can solve it all for you! 

 

 

 Tableau Online* 

 
*Tableau Software`s products 

Clinical Laboratory Test Values Transition Chart 

AE/CM Timeline Comparation Table Subject Progress 

 

Form Creation 

 Data Processing/CSV 

 Form Creation/CSV 

♺ Automatic Data Upload 

General Support 

 Test Environment Settings 

 Inquiry Correspondence 

☺ User/Access Management 

Do you want to use it only for the 

duration of the study? 

Do you want to review data 

efficiently? 

Do you want to keep up to date on 

the operation status? 

Visually comprehend abundant 

information through data visualization 

 

A more intuitive apprehension of data is made 

possible by exploiting the data visualization 

feature, something that cannot be achieved 

with conventional listing forms.  

It is also easier to confirm consistency by 

visualizing the worsening trend of the primary 

disease and the timing of the disease across 

multiple forms, thus improving the quality of 

data review, and reducing man-hours. 

Available for the desired duration and 

number of users 

 

If you sign a contract directly with Tableau, you 

will be required to pay an annual license fee. By 

choosing the EPS cloud environment, you can 

make contracts in a monthly basis. 

In addition, you won`t have to manage the 

server at your company, which can significantly 

reduce the operation and maintenance costs. 

Get the latest data by automatic data 

upload 

 

Reflecting CRF data on forms every day is a 

burden. Using Tableau Bridge, we work on 

your behalf getting CRF data and 

automatically upload it to the cloud. 

Your company can confirm the latest data 

by simply accessing Tableau Online. 

 

※Studies using Medidata Rave and 

DATATRAK ONE are eligible for this service. 

We propose the most suitable operation method based on the data used. 

If you require any further information, feel free to contact us at: cm-systemmember@eps.co.jp 


